The Stetson Flyer
January 2020 Issue: New Decade of Flying

President's Message
President's Message, January, 2020.
Last year was a very good year for the Club. Its
membership reached 127, which includes five new
members. We saw new faces and welcomed back
previous members.
Our operation was within budget and our facilities were
at the usual high standards we have grown to expect. A
word of thanks to our Field Coordinator and the small
army of volunteers.
Taggart Miller, our landlord, has assured us that we can
continue to enjoy our flying field for the foreseeable
future, in other words until the land we occupy is
needed.
Although our hobby continues to experience some
challenges, exciting new technologies are putting it
within the reach and budget of more people, not only
adults but also younger people. I hope we can all
become ambassadors for R/C flying by reaching out to
family, friends, coworkers and acquaintances.
Not only is the hobby educational and fun, but also
something that can be enjoyed outdoors: in our case in
beautiful surroundings. It is also a hobby that can be
shared by the whole family.

UP-COMING EVENTS:
January 29, 2020: Regular Club Meetings
7:30 am Aviation Museum - Venue in the
Main Theatre. Four dollar parking fee.
Speaker: Movie Night—Goose
February 26, 2020: Regular Club Meetings
7:30 pm Aviation Museum - Venue in the
Main Theatre. Four dollar parking fee
Speaker: Ultralight aircraft—Len Gaultois
March 7, 2020: Winter Fun fly
9:00 am at Stetson Flyers Field. Organized
by the Executive: For more information
contact Dan Marcotte.

March 25, 2020: Regular Club Meetings
7:30 pm Aviation Museum - Venue in the
Main Theatre. Four dollar parking fee
Event: To be announced.

On-Going:
Indoor Flying at the RA Centre
West dome every Thursday afternoon from
1 pm to 3 pm until March 26. If interested
contact Gudmund Thompson:
gudmund@sympatico.ca

Again in 2020 we have some great activities
planned. They will all be fun, especially if you
participate and volunteer.
A new Executive was elected at the end of 2019, a
mixture of tired old faces and newly elected bright and
eager members. To those who have joined the
Executive for the first time and the re-elected
members, thank you for your service.

Without people like you there would be no Stetsons
Club. And finally to all of you who make our Club a
great and fun place to be.
Dan Marcotte, President—Stetson Flyers

Our website address: http://www.stetsonflyers.com
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Executive for 2020
President
Daniel Marcotte 613-299-1970
Vice-President
Jim Denyer
jdenyer@rogers.com
Secretary
Jon Harper jon.harper@schoeler.on.ca
Membership
Daniel Marcotte 613-299-1970
Treasurer
Pierre Coulombe 613-824-8942
Events Coordinator Gary Robertson Garyr75@hotmail.com

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)

Appointed by the Executive
Chief Flying Instructor Simon Nadler
613-883-3367
Webmaster
Simon Nadler 613-883-3367
Newsletter
Bob Myhara
613-744-1619
Field Coordinator
Pierre Coulombe 613-824-8942
Contact your executive at: contact@stetsonflyers.com

Bring and Brag: Each meeting we encourage members
and guests to bring something of interest to show to the
group. It could be a new plane, a build in progress, or a
demo of a technique.

Special interest groups
Jets
Peter Wakefield gttd@rogers.com
IMAC / Aerobatic Gary Robertson Garyr75@hotmail.com
Helis / Drones
Jim Denyer
jdenyer@rogers.com
Snail Mail Address:
The Stetson Flyers Model Airplane Club
3940 Innes Road
PO Box 91542
Ottawa ON K1W 1K0

Club Dues 2020

General Member prior to April 1, 2020
General Member after April 1, 2020

$90.00
$110.00

Student Member: (21 Years old and under,
full time student)

$50.00

Junior Member: (18 Years old and under)

$50.00

Family Membership prior to April 1, 2020 (Two adults plus
youth/students)
$140.00
Family Membership after April 1, 2020 (Two adults plus
youth/students)
$160.00
MAAC Membership: (required)

$90.40

Please obtain your MAAC membership from MAAC
directly. This is easily done online at www.maac.ca
**NEW** memberships after September 10th half price.
Not valid on renewals or lapsed memberships.

Meetings: The Stetson Flyers meet at 7:30 pm on the
last WEDNESDAY of each month, except for December,
May, June, July and August. The meetings are held at
the Canada Aviation and Space Museum in the Main
Theatre.

Use the FRONT door to the museum: Don’t forget that
the Aviation Museum requires us to use pay parking ($4
for the evening).
Website: The Stetson Flyers Website Webmaster is
Simon Nadler. Please send all Web related questions to
Simon at: webmaster@stetsonflyers.com
Newsletter: The purpose of the Newsletter is to record
the events of the Stetson Flyers Club and contains:
minutes of general shareholder and board meetings,
notices of events and other related information of
interest to the members. The Newsletter is published
four times a year: on the 15th day of January, April, July
and November respectively. Stetson Flyers members are
encouraged to contribute written articles, pictures or
anything of interest to the Club. Contributors are asked
to submit material one week before publication. Send
material to the Newsletter Editor, Bob Myhara, by email
at: rmyhara@magma.ca
Want to propose something?
Members in good standing can bring motions from the
floor at any regular meeting. The motion will need to be
seconded, then discussed and voted on by the members
present. Sometimes this may result in a motion being
tabled so more information, implications, etc. can be
gathered and presented.
You can help speed up the process by giving the
executive a “heads up” by sending an email to:
contact@stetsonflyers.com.
Ideally, this should be done before the Executive
meeting which happens the Tuesday before a regular
meeting. This will allow the Executive team a chance to
research the idea in advance of the meeting and gather
any required information.

Check out the Zone G Website at:
http://www.maac.ca/en/zones_details.php?zone_code=G
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A Special Notice to all Club Members from Dan Marcotte
Just a reminder to all pilots that you are required to have a valid 2020 Stetson
Flyers membership and a valid 2020 MAAC membership prior to flying at our
field. Do not fly without them.

Our website address: http://www.stetsonflyers.com
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Stetson Flyers Meeting
Minutes of September 25,
2019
The September general meeting was held at the
Canadian Aviation and Space Museum on September
25, 2019. The meeting was opened by Daniel Marcotte,
Stetson Flyers President, at 7:31 pm. There were 27
club members in attendance .

Motion to open the meeting: Sue MacDonald ;
seconded by Hal MacDonald. Motion: unanimous.
New guests or new members: None at this meeting.
Motion to approve the Minutes of the Meeting: April
25th 2019, as circulated. Motion to approve: Gerry
Nadon; seconded by Hal MacDonald. Motion:
unanimous

Membership Report: (Daniel Marcotte):
Daniel took the opportunity to inform those present
that this year’s membership is at 127 members and
climbing including members that renewed at today’s
meeting.

Webmaster Report: (Simon Nadler):
Please be aware that when you upload to the Stetsons
Website or Facebook site, it will be reviewed by Simon
Nadler for acceptable content before they become
visible on the sites. Nothing else to report.

Field Coordinator Report: (Pierre Coulombe)
Fall cleanup is tentatively scheduled for Oct 9th but may
shift depending on weather. A few hours work will be
involved to take down and setup the summer shelters
and the winter enclosures, among other scintillating
cleanup activities. Don’t miss out on the fun and levity!
The dumpster will be taken away in early October.
From then until spring, everyone is responsible for
taking out their own garbage.

CFI Report: (Simon Nadler) Simon reported that it
was another good year at flight school. Flight school
started with 13 Students, and three recently graduated
with wings. Three sessions were cancelled by weather
and there were 12 good student flying sessions. Simon

specifically thanked all the instructors and Len for their
tireless efforts. Much appreciated.

Newsletter Editor Report: (Bob Myhara)
The latest newsletter was published July 15th, 2019.
Publication of the next newsletter will be delayed until
Nov 15, 2019, to allow for the inclusion of the Oct
Stetsons election results. People wishing to provide
material for the newsletter should submit it by Nov 10th,
2019 at the latest.

Safety Officer Report: (Hal MacDonald)
No incidents reported so far.
Hal reminded us - Don’t be complacent. Do the
following consistently:
 Set your failsafes
 Do a complete preflight
 Report any incidents
 Report radio glitches and locations
 Be careful hand launching pusher prop
planes….they hurt man!
 Watch your transmitter strap, ties and jackets, etc,
so they don’t get tangled into the prop.
 Watch that you don’t accidentally knock the
throttle stick.
 Announce your intentions on the flight line and get
an acknowledgement.
 Remember SMART - Switch on, Model selected,
Aerial extended, Rates set, Transmitter voltage ok,
and Trims selected. Nice, I like simplicity.

Events Coordinator Report: (Gary Robertson)
Gary notes that we completed all seven scheduled
events and they were all well attended.
Recently the new pilot fun fly was held.
A draft of next years proposed events will be prepared
soon for review.
Reserve your place at the Christmas dinner soon with
Gary. There are 85 places available.

President’s Report on Communications with our
Landlord: (Daniel Marcotte):
Dan provided an update, indicating that we continue to
have a good relationship with our landlord. Thanks to
Taggart for the garbage bins. It is a generous and much
appreciated gift, particularly in support of major events.

Our website address: http://www.stetsonflyers.com
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Stetson Flyers September Minutes (Cont’d)
New Business:
Medication, Alcohol, and Drug Use at the field: MAAC
has existing policies regarding the use of the above at
the flying field. Please refer to MAAC policy MSD 3
Paragraph 5.4 which notes that we are not permitted to
fly under the influence of any of the above. The Club is
awaiting further policy direction from MAAC regarding
these issues, and will report back the members once
the MAAC position is clarified.

Motion to approve: Hal MacDonald; seconded by Gerry
Nadon. Motion passed unanimously.

Membership Report: (Daniel Marcotte)
Daniel took the opportunity to inform those present
that this year’s membership is at 127 members.

Webmaster Report: (Simon Nadler)
Nothing to report.

Field Coordinator Report: (Pierre Coulombe)
Portable Generators: A lively discussion occurred
regarding generator use at the field. Some complaints
have been received from members. It was agreed that
the Executive would review the matter further to come
up with a solution that can work for all parties.
Currently generators are to be used in the parking lot
until a solution is presented and agreed at a Stetson
club meeting.

Pierre reported that the field is ready for winter.
The damaged LiPo box is only for dangerous batteries
damaged at the field.
Please ensure that you close and lock the gate if you are
the last person leaving.
The propane heater will be placed in the tent shortly.
Stetsons is happy that Marcel Pronovost will be back to
do snow clearing this year.

Stetson Elections – Dan noted that the Stetson elections
will be held at the October club meeting. Please pass
on any nominations or offers to participate to Dan. All
positions are open.

CFI Report: (Simon Nadler)

50/50 Draw: Tonight’s 50/50 winner was: The
rumours are all true, Maurice did not win this month.
The 50/50 winner was John Jackson who won $42.00

Newsletter Editor Report: (Bob Myhara)

Motion to adjourn: Motion: Gerry Nadon; seconded
by Simon Nadler. Motion passed: unanimous. Meeting
adjourned at 20:35

Stetson Flyers Meeting
Minutes of October 30, 2019
The meeting was held at the Canada Aviation and Space
Museum. The meeting was chaired by Daniel Marcotte,
Stetson Flyers President. The meeting opened at 7:30
pm. Twenty six club members were in attendance.

Motion to open the meeting: Motion: Jim Denyer ;
seconded by Hal MacDonald. Motion: unanimous.
New guests or new members: None at this meeting.

Motion to approve the Minutes of the Meeting of:
Sept 25th 2019, as circulated.

Simon noted that they are currently preparing for next
years flight school. Simon thanked all the instructors
and Len for all their efforts last summer.

Publication of the next newsletter will be delayed until
Nov 15, 2019. People wishing to provide material for
the newsletter should submit it by Nov 10th, 2019 at the
latest. Bob noted that that the fall newsletter will be
permanently moved to mid November publication to
allow club election results to be included.

Safety Officer Report: (Hal MacDonald)
Hal noted that the MAAC codes are being updated to
align with the new Transport Canada regulations.
Please read the safety documents on the MAAC
website. They are informative. I (Jon) did and learned
how much useful information is in the docs section of
the MAAC site.
Hal noted that MAP-2 radio spectrum has been
rescinded.

Report from the Events Coordinator: (Gary
Robertson)
Reserve your place at the Christmas dinner soon with
an email to Gary Robertson. There are 85 places
available.

Our website address: http://www.stetsonflyers.com
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Stetson Flyers October Minutes (Cont’d)
President’s Report on Communications with our
Landlord.
Dan provided an update, indicating that Taggart-Miller
feels that it will be a minimum of 3 years , or closer to 5
years before their project will impact the field.

New Business: (Daniel Marcotte)
Elections:
Gerry Nadon was the Sergeant at Arms for the election
proceedings.
Stetsons Elections were held with the following results:
President: Daniel Marcotte - Re-elected
Vice-President: Jim Denyer - Re-elected
Secretary: Jon Harper - Re-elected
Treasurer: Pierre Coulombe - Re-elected
Event Director: Gary Robertson - Re-elected
Unlike previous years, appointment of volunteer
Executive positions will not be carried out at the Club
meeting, but rather will take place by the new elected
Executive at a later time. This change has been
undertaken to align the procedure with the club bylaws.

Motion to approve: Hal MacDonald; seconded by Jim
Denyer. Motion: unanimous
MAAC Zone meeting: 26 Oct 2019. Nominations &
summary by Hal. There were 45 members present,
seven Stetson members attended. Those elected and
re-elected follow:
 Geoff Strotmann, Zone G Director
 Mike Anderson, Deputy Zone Director (elected)
 Roger Belanger, Zone secretary (selected)
 AZD members, (appointed) final list TBD
 Hal MacDonald, Open club/zone member, MAAC
Committee

Brian Pepin: thanked the previous executive for keeping
the club running so smoothly.

50/50 Draw: The 50/50 winner was John Jackson who
won $30.00. Yes he was sitting next to Maurice, so
apparently sitting next to Maurice makes you lucky!

Motion to adjourn: Motion: Sue MacDonald;
seconded by Gerry Nadon. Motion passed: unanimous

November 2019 Club Meeting
At the November Club meeting Gary Robertson and Bob Myhara presented a novelty cheque to Pierre Coulombe, club
Treasurer, made out to Stetson Flyers for
$100. The cash will be put into the Club’s
general revenue.
As you probably know, cooking of
hamburgers during the week, has become a
tradition at the Stetson Field. Started by
Gary, a few years ago, Bob took over the
cooking when Gary was under the weather.
In the past two years, the hamburger lunch
time fund has been very successful.
Last year, we contributed $100 to the
overall operation of Stetson Flyers, and this
year we have done the same.
The celebrity cheque was signed by Hamilton Burger (for you Perry Mason fans, you know Hamilton was the District
Attorney in the TV program) and was known as Ham Burger (ha ha ha). Of course a real $100 was given to Pierre, but
the fake cheque provided a nice photo op.
The lunchtime hamburger meal provides the folks at the field a reasonably priced lunch, and an opportunity for some
together-time for all who want to chat. It also provides additional funding for the club. Everyone wins.
Bob Myhara

Our website address: http://www.stetsonflyers.com
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erobatics Corner:
Gary Robertson
IMAC / Aerobatic SIG Contact

F

lying aerobatics is a passion for me. Guiding my
airplane through a specific move provides
purpose, challenge and a lot of fun. Getting it
right, or nearly right, is a great positive reward. Not
getting it right (far more common) is an opportunity to
improve my piloting skills.

No biggie, right? We all get a kick out of wheeling our
airborne steeds around the skies in our own style. That’s
why we are in the hobby in the first place!
But: How can you improve? Who will help you learn
that cool move you want to do? Is there a way to learn
without wrecking your fleet?

easier to fly through various advanced moves, but all
the airplanes we fly out there are able to fly basic
aerobatics and let you dramatically improve your skills
and library of moves.

 I don’t have the time. We hear that one lots. Okay, not
everyone is retired, able to fly several times a week.
We know that. But when you do fly, working on
something specific can quickly add to your skills and
enjoyment.

I don’t know where to start. Instead of trying something
on your own and hoping for the best, come get a bit
of help and learn safely how to start learning
aerobatics.

Enter: the Aerobats, or the Stetson Aerobatic Group as
we are called. We are a group of members who want to
improve our flying and enjoy helping each other do that.
It costs nothing extra, and is open to anyone at any level
who wants to come out and learn.

Our models aren’t cheap, and smashing them into the
ground is expensive, demotivating, and extremely easy to
do! Please come get some guidance and the gang will be
delighted to advise, coach, and help you at any level.

There are specific ways to avoid crashing as you learn new
moves, and lots of help available to improve airplane
performance and trim. The folks who have been at this
for a while have a pretty good handle on radio and aircraft
setups, which can be very beneficial to improved flight
performance.

Are you interested? Please let us know
There are thoughts and ideas on having some intro
sessions for those interested in aerobatics. We do need
to understand the level of interest to help us plan, so I’m
asking you to let us know by email to:
contact@stetsonflyers.com

So what’s holding you back?
Lots of reasons seem to surface:
Natural shyness to try something new (very normal
human trait). Solution: We don’t bite and are a very
inclusive bunch. Please come join in the fun! Take
things at your speed.

We promise to follow up with you and get your input on
what you are looking for.
In the meantime, don’t let your simulator get dusty! The
flight sim is perhaps the most important item in your
arsenal of aerobatic tools!

I don’t have a big fancy airplane! This one is very

See you soon,

common, and is sooo wrong on so many levels. Even
the simplest trainer airplanes, including the foamies,
are capable of loops, rolls, and some degree of
inverted flight. Those of us who instruct on Tuesdays
are guilty of tossing around the student trainers at
times just to show the new pilots that even the
trainers are capable of much more than circuits and
bumps! True that proper aerobatic aircraft will be

Gary.

Our website address: http://www.stetsonflyers.com
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Out and About at the Stetsons
Annual Stetsons Christmas Party - November 27, 2019
Another excellent gathering for the annual Xmas dinner for the Stetson Flyers!

The Mandarin Restaurant put on a great feed in the buffet
and gave us a room that we filled with 80+ people.

Santa arrived to hand out early Christmas presents to the kids

Our website address: http://www.stetsonflyers.com
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Annual Stetsons Christmas Party - Cont’d

Santa also handed out early Christmas presents to the big kids (Brian,
Peter, Stephane and Louis). Thanks Santa Gerry

A special thanks to those who provided generous
donations of prizes.
Thanks to John Jackson for all the creative and excellent
plaques handed out to many members who made
notable mentions for the 2019 season.

Many thanks to Dan & Gary and everyone involved in organizing the event.

Great to see so many people enjoying themselves, here's to next
year! Text by Goose

Our website address: http://www.stetsonflyers.com
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Out and About at the Stetsons
January 1, 2020 was......the annual Stetson First Flight Event!

Early on New Year's Day, 22 members gathered at the Stetsons Field for our annual First Flight of the Year. The temperature was a comfortable 0° Celsius, and
we were pleasantly surprised by lighter winds than forecasted.

At 9:00, eight electric planes lined up for takeoff, and Nigel
Chippindale got the honour of being officially the first one in the air
in 2020

Our website address: http://www.stetsonflyers.com
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Annual Stetson First Flight Event (Cont’d)

A short time later, Gary Robertson launched his
glow powered Twist to take the IC category,
unopposed for the second year in a row (we need
more glow or gas planes at this event!)

Both Nigel and Gary earned bragging rights for
first flights and were awarded a small prize (neck
warmers).

We enjoyed some coffee, Timbits, and Jim
Denyer's home made cookies, and everyone
had a great time flying and socializing.
Happy New Year to all!
Pierre Coulombe.

Our website address: http://www.stetsonflyers.com
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A Lesson on Assumptions
By: Simon Nadler—Chief Flying Instructor
“ When you Assume, you make an ass of u and me…”
This Is a saying that resides in my old brain, once told to
me by someone I respected and tried to learn as much as
possible from and one that continues to show up some
four decades later.

visible points of concern and had previously flown
successfully for several seasons.
With the airframe completed one day before a club event
which I had planned to fly the new scheme, I took a day off
work to fly the required minimum number of flights to test
& verify all was perfect.
Everything was checked and I set it up for engine tuning/
ground run-up complete with anchoring the airframe to
my car. After approximately 10-12 minutes of tuning the
engine was running very well, with good full power
performance and a reliable idle. However, it was on the
next full power test that everything went South.

The image above is VH-MCM, a Decathlon residing in
Australia and one whose colour scheme has been
modelled by yours truly. It is the only Decathlon I could
find in the world that sports a ‘warbird’ colour scheme and
is reminiscent of an L-4 Bird Dog from the Vietnam era.
My Decathlon is a 1/3rd scale Pilot model, generously
inherited from a fellow club member and has been
stripped, repaired/rebuilt and scaled out per above for the
2019 season. It is a big aircraft... a 10 ft wingspan and is
powered by a MVVS 80 SP gas engine swinging a 27 inch
carbon prop. This powerful combination flies the
Decathlon extremely well with plenty of power... this is
significant in this story and the point of this article.
In typical fashion it had been reinforced from new with triUnbeknownst to me, the right hand aluminium angle
stock, 1” x 1” x 1/16” aluminium angle behind the firewall
reinforcement had fractured a 1/3rd of the way down it’s
and various other additions for safety, strength &
spine from a hole that was drilled for engine tuning on one
durability.
end. The full power run-up fractured the remaining 2/3
and the sub-par glue joints/plywood thickness was not
Many of the factory glue joints had been “gone over” with
enough to restrain the engine.
what looks like Gorilla glue for additional strength.
During the strip, inspection, rebuild/repair I “assumed” all
At about 6000 RPM the entire engine assembly rotated
was good in the engine/firewall area as it was firm, no
about the remaining aluminium angle (left side) breaking

Our website address: http://www.stetsonflyers.com
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A Lesson on Assumptions (Cont’d)
the plywood vertically as the horizontal glue joint of the
engine-box let go. The propeller severed the ignition wire
and fuel line, smashed the windscreen and cut down
through the side of the fuselage before destroying the
wheel pant and skidding across the driveway in less than a
second.

The most important part of this story is that, other than
the aircraft, there was no injury or damage to me, other
people, or property. It was well restrained and I was
standing behind the propeller arc as always. Obviously the
potential for injury or damage was huge in this case and
this accident is a surprising wake-up call for diligence.

Much smaller engines are also capable of significant
damage in such an event so my message to you all is
simply one of diligence, care, expect the unexpected and
safety. Don’t assume, be safe!
Goose
Summer 2019

Our website address: http://www.stetsonflyers.com
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Canadian IMAC Nationals 2019. July 26-28.
By: Gary Robertson — IMAC / Aerobatic Coordinator
The Sudbury Model Aircraft Club (SMAC) is a small club by
many standards. They are a BIG club by other
measurements such as participaction!

first few flying moves. But then the nerves passed and the
serious flying commenced!

The weekend of July 26-28, 2019, they hosted the
Canadian IMAC Nationals at their Coniston Road field.
This small club with a huge heart absolutely hit it out of
the park!
Pierre Menard and I were, unfortunately, the only Stetsons
to journey up and participate in a fantastic weekend of
flying, camaraderie and fun. We were part of a 33 pilot
field competing for the 2019 IMAC Scale Aerobatics
Championships for Canada.
Going to a Nationals level event you pretty well expect the
best pilots to show up, and indeed they did. There were a
half dozen or more participants in almost every class
Have you ever watched the flights of the advanced and
except Basic. (a note to us all...we need to do our part to unlimited pilots? Their aerobatic sequences are so
increase that number..the new pilots are our future!)
complex, with the moves and elements seeming to be non
-stop...really impressive! The precision of the elite guys is
Thursday was practice day and the field was in pristine
simply amazing! Everything on-point, in line, beautiful
condition. Pierre and I did a bit of test flying and landings tempo and rhythm...stunning ballet in the sky! We
to check things out and get used to the approaches.
completed two full rounds on Friday and called it a day
Strange fields are always tricky for the first landings, but
around 3 pm with +40 km/h and increasing cross winds,
we did ok.
which caused some issues.

Friday Morning led off with Pilots Meeting instructions for
the two flying lines… and away we went. First flights in
any contest are always nerve-wracking and this one was
Unfortunately, Pierre’s engine quit in mid-flight, and he
no different. I saw many very experienced pilots nervously had to dead stick back. Great landing but engine damage
took him out of the competition. Typical of the IMAC
fiddling with their equipment and stumbling through the

Our website address: http://www.stetsonflyers.com
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We were wheels up at 8 am in fair skies. After the dreaded
unknowns, another full round of known sequences were
gang, multiple folks right and left who had never met
Pierre in their life, were offering their planes for him to fly, completed in growing cross winds (what else, right?),
before the organizers called a halt in mid afternoon. This
spare motors and help to swap-them-in. That is the real
gave the long distance travelers some time to make tracks
spirit of IMAC competition...helping your fellow
competitors out of a jam. I have to say, it's a real pleasure back home.
to know these folks.

Canadian IMAC Nationals 2019 (Cont’d)

The Club-provided field supper on Friday night was a huge
success, featuring a northern Italian delicacy of porchetta,
several lasagnas and all the trimmings.
The porchetta was a huge hit, as most of us have never
tasted it before. Very flavorful pork tenderloin, well
marinated and spiced and slow cooked. Delicious and
really neat to experience something regional and different!
As you might have known, the local wives and members
worked their tails off to provide this for us!
Saturday was a weather cancellation as a major cold front
roared through. Too bad, but it created a great
opportunity for lots of visiting and making friends with
folks from afar.
The Awards Dinner on Saturday evening was the pinnacle
for the day. Frank Klenk received the 2019 Bob Hudson
Award for his hard work helping to promote IMAC as
MAAC Chair of Chairs.

The Awards Ceremonies provided yet another wonderful
surprise as Andrew Coholic from Timmins supplied
beautifully hand-made charcuterie boards from his
woodworking business as the trophies to the winners.
First through third in all classes took home these
beautifully engraved boards as trophies! Mine, for
hanging on to second in intermediate class, will be a
feature in our family room for sure!
At the end of the weekend, we were loaded down with
more prizes and gifts than you could possibly believe. A
very happy group of IMAC flyers reluctantly departed for
home with multiple thank-you's to the Sudbury club, the
wives, friends, local businesses and the hobby industry
support.

Flying IMAC definitely makes you a better pilot, through
much improved control over your aircraft. Getting
involved in an IMAC weekend creates a wealth of
friendships and camaraderie that far surpasses the
competitive part of the events. That is the huge draw to
Fabulous food was followed by dozens and dozens of pilot participate!
draw prizes, leaving everyone with multiple gifts to take
home. The cream of the crop was a DA 100L engine, won Gary
by Claude Vallieres.
Sunday am saw a nervous group of pilots about to fly their
unknowns...and the unknowns often decide the winners!

Our website address: http://www.stetsonflyers.com
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